(XI) THOUSAND.PILLARED MANTAPA
(ESWARA'LQKA)
Seven yojanas, further inwards, from the Manikya Mantapa at Vishnu Loka, lies
the area of SIVA LOKA containing the thousand pillared Mantapa studded with all
kinds of gems and gaily decorated in a most fascinating manner. On each side of it
can be counted the thousand pillars inlaid with precious gems like lightning of all
colours.
The 28 Saiva Agamas(Smritis) are personified there in their celestial form. Nandi,
Bringi, Mahakala and the rest of the 26 Devatas reside therein. Thousands of
GaJananas shine there. The great Isana(lswara) is the Lord of the Loka, ever mindful
of the worship of Sri Devi Lalita and ever obedient to Her behests. He is ever in
manana of Lalita Mantra Raja and ever immersed in Ananda. He gives mantra-
siddhi to all, making them capable of dispelling both inner and outer darkness, giving
them effulgent forms and filling them with shining medha-sakti. He is sarvajna,
sarvakarta and Mahadeva, ruling all Lokas, obedient to Sri Devi.
Thus dwell all Devas from Indra upto Ishwara in their respective Lokas in the
various enclosures and Chakras around Sri Devi's abode.
HAYAGRIVA:"0 Great Muni! I shall now describe to you some-thing which will
wash away all sins, the hearing of which is sufficient to grant all prosperity;
(XII) MANO'NAMA MAHA SALA
Seven yojanas inwards from the sala of the thousand pillars, there lies the
MANASA SALA bedecked with all the varieties of gems. The doorways and gopuras
are similar to the previous enclosures. The enclosed area is known as the Manasa
Lake of Amrta or (Amrts Vatika) Those who drink of this Nectar get diamond hard
bodies of great strength together with all Siddhis and Yoga and great prajna, for
these nectarine waters have indeed magical powers! The very fragrant breezes over
this nectarine lake make one capable of becoming the Lord of the hand-maid of all
Siddhis! He who even touches the waters of the Lake, getting wet or immersed in it,
has all his sins and weaknesses washed away.
There is a dry bank of land around the edge of the lake. This lake is known as
the unfordable Manasa Lake.On the surface of the lake swim two swans with
enchanting curves, decked with many dazzling gems,with a golden sheen of
variegated colours. These swans move from si.ore to shore creating unending ripples
and waves on the surface of the Lake; they are immortal and free from all ailments
by virtue of drinking of these magical We -?rs of the Lake. these two swans ever
utter the (soham) Japa of Sri i^evi Lalita's .Mantra Raja.
Nobody may cross the Manasa Lake from one bank to the other without the
help of a boat and without the permission of either Dhandini Devi or Mantrini Devi.
In charge of these boats is a chi^f by name Tara Maha Sakti who has many maids in
her service for rowing the bcat$ across. The beaut 1 gemdecked boats that ply
from shore to shore on the Lake number in thousa Js, while the maids that ply
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